in a very small cup underneath the reed, into which the point dips when set in motion. The reeds are connected with one pole of a battery, and the cups with the other. The current is broken with each vibration of the reed. At the remote end of the wire is a temporary magnet, with an armature fixed upon a spring in near proximity to the magnet, and which is affected as a reed at the other end of the line is set in motion. The effect is, that the armature vibrates with the reed set in motion, and, the pitch of a sound depending on the rapidity of vibration, it will be the same in the reed and armature. A tune on the instrument will therefore produce a tune on There is one exception, the E\icalyptus amygdaloidca (amygdalina ?), which has braved the storms of twenty winters, and never received the slightest check, though growing in an exposed situation in a shrubbery, where it has shot up, and stands above the evergreens. This is likely, says Mr Fowler, to be the only species of eucalyptus which will prove sufficiently hardy to withstand the climate ot Scotland, and that, too, only in favoured situations. I he influence of the sea in ameliorating even severe frosts is illustrated in the condition of vegetation in the island of Arran. 
